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SMART LIGHTING

Intelligent lighting for smart cities

U

rbanization is on the increase worldwide.

This also offers a wealth of information that allows us to pro-

Our municipalities and cities are facing major

actively adjust processes and coordinate our responsibilities.

challenges in this regard.

New services and applications create added value for the city,
its residents, society as a whole and the economy.

Digitalization and new technologies also raise different expectations in citizens, local and regional authorities, grid opera-

What is smart street lighting in a local context? What is necessary

tors and companies. The paths of disruptive technologies and

for its success? How can intelligent lighting be part of a cross-

pleasant urban environments are crossing. Our municipalities

policy approach? How can local authorities and industry organize

and cities are on the eve of a major digital leap.

this together?

Street lighting on municipal roads is being digitalized and is now

The scope of this paper is restricted to street lighting on municipal

becoming part of a smart city. Thanks to the cross-policy approach,

roads. We want to show you the way and inspire you.

lighting, health, safety, energy and mobility are linked together
for the optimal use of our existing public and private spaces.

We hope you enjoy it.

Luc Picard,
Business Development Manager, EVCI Project Manager, ABB
& Working Group Leader Smart Energy, Agoria

Ingrid Reynaert,
Business Group Leader Smart Cities, Agoria
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What is smart street lighting?

The primary purpose of smart street lighting was energy efficiency by adjusting the light intensity based on a number of parameters. Today, new technologies are transforming light fixtures
into multifunctional interactive systems that can communicate with their environment.
This creates masses of data, which provide fertile soil for innovative services and solutions
that are paving the way to smart urban development.

The early days of street lighting
focuses on functionality
and rationality.

1950

Environmental policies encourage
the replacement of mercury lamps
and the reduction of light pollution.

2000

Street lighting becomes
dynamic and digital and now
fulfils multiple functions.

2015

2010

1985
Street lighting now also creates a certain atmosphere and puts the spotlight
on eye-catchers in public spaces.

LED lighting comes to town,
resulting in significant
power savings.

Connected and dynamic street
LED lighting becomes a core
component of a smart city.

2018

2017
Old street lights are being
replaced en masse
by LED lighting.
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What makes lighting
truly smart

Advantages of connected
intelligent lighting

A smart, connected lighting system is part of a local,
wireless, decentralized network with local intelligence. It is connected to the internet and to a central
data and management platform in the cloud. It is
equipped with smart sensors, integrated devices and
cameras to respond to its environment dynamically
and interactively.

For grid operators (if owner or operator)
or private partners:
1. More efficient maintenance, because smart light
fixtures automatically report any malfunctions.
2. Constant information on the actual power
consumption.
3. Automatic asset management with lower
error rates.

90 million
street light poles in Europe,
of which 75% are more
than 25 years old.

For municipalities and cities:
(WIRELESS)
CONNECTIVITY

INTELLIGENT
NODE

1. Adjust dimming schedules to save more
or reduce light pollution.
2. Control light level remotely in case of events
or incidents.
3. Accurate actual power consumption.
4. Ready for future smart city applications.

LAMP

INTELLIGENT DATA
AND MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

OTHER
SENSORS

4 billion
light points currently lighting
public spaces worldwide.
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Street lighting in Belgium today

Status on our municipal roads in 2016.
Highways and regional roads are not part of the scope.

1 840 236

141 M

light fixtures

724 M

euros for electricity

kilowatt hours

and maintenance

Why Belgium shines brightly
from space at night
Belgium is one of the most illuminated countries
in the world. It has 1 840 236 light poles along
its municipal roads. Flanders leads with 1 150 325
light fixtures, followed by Wallonia with 605 062
light fixtures and the Brussels Capital region with
84 849 light points.

High cost

Energy-hungry

In 2016, the total costs of electricity, maintenance
and replacements (excluding installation costs)
amounted to 141 million euros. The municipalities
and cities bore some or all of these costs depending
on the business model. The power consumption
of street lighting on municipal roads is roughly
estimated at 50% of the local authorities’ total
electricity bill.

In 2016, all light poles on Belgian municipal roads
together used 724 million kWh. 239 million kWh
of this was used in Wallonia. Flanders’ light poles
used 435 million kWh and those in Brussels used
50 million kWh. This is equivalent to the annual
power consumption of 200,000 families.

COSTS IN MILLIONS OF €

WALLONIA

FLANDERS

BRUSSELS

Electricity costs

38

60

7

Maintenance and
replacement costs

12

19

5

Total costs

50

79

12

Source: Sibelga, Synergrid, Commission Wallone pour l'energie - rapport CD-17f22CWaPE-0028, Infrax, Eandis. The Eandis costs are estimates.
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Faster LED light replacements will benefit everyone:

2,3%

Industry, which has the
opportunity to innovate.

The cities and municipalities,
which pay lower energy
and maintenance bills.

The environment, because
power that is not used does
not need to be generated.

LED lights

Room for improvement
In 2016, more than 1.8 million lamps were used
to light our municipal roads, of which only 2.3%
were LED lamps. Most light fixtures today still carry
conventional sodium lamps. In the Netherlands,
which has a total of 3.7 million light points on their
municipal roads, 10% are currently LED lamps.
In France, 7% of light points have LED lamps.

Situation in 2016

Flanders

Regional organization
Grid operators manage and/or operate the street lights. This is organized on a regional level. In the
regions where Sibelga and Infrax
operate, all cities and municipalities have transferred ownership
to the grid operator.

• Infrax
• Eandis

Brussels
• Sibelga

Wallonia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ORES
RESA
AIEG
AIESH
GASELWEST
PBE
REW
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Street lighting of tomorrow
Many light fixtures need to be replaced in the short and medium term.
However, the delivery of conventional low-pressure sodium lamps will
gradually stop due to the declining replacement market worldwide.
This offers us a unique opportunity to make the switch to LED lighting
and to switch to intelligent light poles in certain areas.

Political trends and policy developments
The policy on street lighting is primarily pursued on a regional
level. Further it is also important to take into account the decisions
on different levels. What are the latest policy developments?

BELGIUM
Certain local authorities and grid operators only
work with materials or components published on
the lists of Synergrid, the federation of Belgian
electricity and natural gas grid operators.
• Walloon Region
In September 2017, the Walloon government
decided to change all street lighting on
municipal roads to LED in the next 10 years.
• Flemish Region
The vision for regional street lighting has been
in force in Flanders since 2014. Inspired by this,
various municipalities had a Street Lighting
Master Plan drafted by the grid operator.

EUROPE
• The European Commission has published
Green Public Procurement (GPP) criteria
for street lighting and traffic lights.
These are currently being reviewed.
• The European quality mark ENEC indicates
whether electrical products meet European
safety standards (EN). Although not mandatory, it is used more and more in the lighting
sector. ENEC+ considers the performance
requirements of lighting.

• Brussels-Capital Region
The Brussels-Capital Region government approved
a new light plan for the region in 2017 and many
municipalities have a lighting plan of their own.

SMART LIGHTING
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Urbanization brings new challenges

Belgium is one of the most urbanized areas
in the world. More and more people are
moving to the city and peri-urbanization
is on the rise. Smart LED lighting can play
an important role in resolving challenges
local authorities are facing in terms of safety,
mobility, the environment, energy, ...

13%
population growth

28%

is expected in Antwerp
by 2030.

population growth is expected
for the Brussels-Capital Region

10%

between 2016 and 2060.

increase in peri-urbanization
is estimated around Namur
between 2015 and 2035.

85%

13 019 710

98%

60%

people will be living
in Belgium by 2060.

of the Belgian population
currently lives in cities.

fewer carbon dioxide emissions can be
achieved by smart street lighting

of Belgians are requesting urgent action
against climate change from the government

80%

of energy is used in cities. 70% of global carbon
dioxide emissions originate in cities

Sources: Federal Planning Bureau – Federal Public Service for the Economy – General Directorate for Statistics; 2015-2030: Forecast – SVR; IWEPS

334

Belgian cities and municipalities signed
the Covenant of Mayors
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Where is smart lighting facing challenges?
Saving energy
and maintenance costs
In Belgium, about half a city’s energy expenditure go to
street lighting. When times are lean, energy efficiency is
becoming increasingly important. The aim is also to keep
maintenance costs under control. Investing in energysaving measures with intelligent street lighting therefore
seems a logical step, but the current situation is often
forgotten in this respect. Even the transition to LED lighting
is still not an obvious development.

Climate targets:
40% less CO2 emissions by 2030
The fight against climate change will be won or lost in the
urban areas: the vast majority of the European population
lives and works in cities and uses an estimated 80% of all
energy consumed in the EU. The municipalities and cities
want to play their part. They created the Covenant of
Mayors, in which they commit to a reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by at least 40% by 2030. 334 Belgian
cities and municipalities signed this covenant (57%).

More need for safety
and a sense of security
The accelerated growth of the urban population is creating
a greater need for safety (physical integrity) and a greater
sense of security. White LED light increases people’s
sense of security, but it also improves general visibility
and makes face recognition easier. Connected smart street
lighting goes even beyond this: it is an essential part of a
future-oriented safety policy, in which lighting is used for
an interactive response to the environment.

An attractive city
with comfort and quality of life
Densification of urban areas, more complex mobility systems
and climate change are all threats to the quality of life
and comfort of the residents of cities and municipalities.
Governments are facing the challenge of optimizing
their policies, city processes and services with respect
for the economic, social and sustainability aspects.
This includes the right lighting as well. Lighting should
not only be sustainable: suitable lighting and connected
services in all the right places should also offer comfort
and improve the quality of life in cities.

The reduction of light pollution
and preservation of biodiversity
The advance of street lighting means that there is less
darkness in increasingly larger areas. This has a negative
effect on humans and the environment. Most bodily functions follow a 24-hour rhythm. Disturbing this day and
night rhythm by too much intense light will have longterm physical and psychological effects. The environment also benefits from a good balance between light
and darkness. Certain plant and animal species will even
disappear due to too much light pollution.

Maximum experience
and city marketing
Many large cities have promoted themselves with city
marketing for quite some time now. The competition
between cities is becoming more and more intense.
However, city marketing is also becoming increasingly
important for smaller cities and municipalities. The right
street lighting plays an important role in how residents
and visitors experience cities.
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From LED lighting to smart lighting in a smart city context

About 97.7% of street lighting on municipal roads still uses conventional technology. The street lights simply
switch on and off at a fixed time and light intensity remains the same throughout the night. LED lighting,
however, can respond more dynamically to the needs of road users. They can be based on a flexible dimming
schedule that is programmed to adjust the light intensity at certain times. Another option is a self-managing
lighting system that dynamically adjusts its dimming setting based on what is happening in the environment.

Three solutions for replacing
conventional street lighting
There are three possible scenarios for switching to LED lighting. The chosen option is
based on the needs of the road users and local
residents, the ambitions of the local government and the objectives of their policy plans.

1

2

3

Switching
to
LED lighting

Switching
to connected
LED lighting

Switching to
LED lighting
in a smart city context
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Solution 1

LED lighting

Switching to LED lighting

Energy savings

Maintenance costs

Safety

Light pollution reduction

Climate targets

Comfort

Experience

No dimming schedule

100%

100% light intensity throughout the night.

75%

Fixed dimming schedule
Between midnight and 4:00 a.m.
50% light intensity.

22

23

00

01

02

03

04

05

Possible savings

30%

50%

50%

Up to

25%

without a dimming

with a fixed dimming

0%

schedule

schedule and main-

Up to

tenance costs
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When will this apply to me?

What is being done?
Conventional light fixtures are being replaced with LED light fixtures.
What are the benefits?
• Quick energy savings of 30% (without dimming) to 50% (with dimming).
• Longer lamp life (15 years) resulting in reduced maintenance costs (50%).
• Increased sense of security and comfort.
• Caters to climate targets (lower electricity consumption leads to reduced
CO2 emissions).
What about connectivity?
• Not present.
• Only a fixed night-time dimming schedule without any possible ad hoc
adjustments based on location, traffic, events, …
• No real-time monitoring of actual consumption, maintenance needs,
malfunctions, …
• No integration of the light fixtures and poles in a smart city context

Mechelen saves power with LED lighting
In 2012, the city of Mechelen started replacing its street lights with LED lighting.
Mechelen is the first Belgian city that has switched to LED light points for its entire city
center. Additional savings were achieved by implementing a fixed night-time dimming
schedule. The lamps are not connected to the internet.

Any advice?
The light fixtures can be equipped with an intelligent node that enables
subsequent local control and integration into a smart city context.

8 000

55%

lamps will be replaced
from 2017 to 2025

energy savings per year
with a fixed dimming schedule
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Solution 2

Connected LED lighting

Switching to connected LED lighting

Energy savings

Maintenance costs

Safety

Light pollution reduction

Climate targets

Comfort

Experience

Flexible dimming schedule

100%

The light is programmed following a fixed
set night-time dimming schedules for each
group of lamps by the data and management
platform. The light intensity is adjusted
throughout the night.

75%
50%
25%
22

23

00

01

02

03

04

05

0%

Possible savings

50-60% 50%
energy savings

maintenance savings
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When will this apply to me?

What is being done?
Conventional or non-connected LED light fixtures are replaced
with LED light fixtures that are connected to the internet.
What are the benefits?
• Quick energy savings (50% to 60%, always with dimming).
• Lower maintenance costs (50% thanks to real-time follow-up
of maintenance needs, malfunctions and proactive maintenance).
• Real-time monitoring of power consumption and billing based
on actual consumption rather than a fixed rate.
• All the benefits of solution 1.
What about connectivity?
• Each lamp is part of a network of connected lamps controlled from
a cloud-based data and management platform.
• Fixed set night-time dimming schedules for each group of lamps that
are adjusted based on the location, time, environment and function.
• Ad hoc adjustment of individual dimming schedules is also possible,
for example in case of special events.
• No possible integration of the light fixtures and poles in a smart
city context.
Any advice?
In certain locations, you can choose light fixtures or poles on which other
connected devices (cameras, sensors, ...) can be installed as modules
for a further phased implementation of smart city applications.

Heidelberg focuses on safety, visibility
and comfort with connected LED lighting
The city of Heidelberg has used warm white LED lighting in its pedestrian zones and neutral
white LED lighting on its streets to reduce shadows since 2015. The fixed dimming schedule
was set centrally for all the lamps together. The dimming levels are adjusted throughout
the night to reduce energy consumption and still provide sufficient safety.

1.000

60%

replaced LED lamps

energy savings
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Solution 3

Self-managing LED lighting

Switching to connected, self-managing smart LED lighting
in a smart city context

Energy savings

Maintenance costs

Safety

Light pollution reduction

Climate targets

Comfort

Experience

100%

Dynamic dimming schedule

Possible savings

75%

A full automated and dynamic lighting
system provides the required
light intensity in function of type
and number of road users.

50%
25%
22

23

00

01

02

03

04

05

0%

60-80% 50%
energy savings

maintenance savings
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When will this apply to me?

Number and type of road
users (pedestrians,cyclists
and cars) on one day
measured in real time
from a single light
fixture based on speed
(<5, <30, <60 km/h).

What is being done?
Replacement of light light fixtures with internet connected LED light
fixtures with a motion detector and possibly other intelligent systems.
What are the benefits?
• Quick energy savings from 60 to 80% with automated and dynamic
dimming schedules.
• All benefits of solution 2.
What about connectivity?
• All connected lamps and additional functions are part of a cloudbased data and management platform.
• Integration of the lighting infrastructure in a smart city context: data
from the cloud-based lighting infrastructure platform is linked to data
from other cloud platforms to meet city challenges such as mobility,
the environment and health (sound and air), safety, connectivity, ...
• Variable night-time dimming schedules per lamp to adjust the light
intensity based on the location, time, environment, function, type
of road users or actual situation (accident, traffic jam, unrest, ...).
• No ad hoc adjustments of individual dimming schedules needed
in case of events: the light intensity will adapt automatically to
the detected mass of people.
Any advice?
The city’s areas where this solution is applied must be determined carefully and applications that go beyond lighting must be well considered.

The city of Wavre analyses traffic
of road users with smart light poles
In Wavre, intelligent street lighting was introduced on a new residential development of
about 400 homes. The progressive lighting is based on the speed of road users and is dimmed
when there are no road users. The speed, number and type of road users are measured.

282

82%

management modules

more energy-efficient

17
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25 km/u

Intelligent light poles are the future

DC-net results in savings of 20% and more

Smart light poles are multifunctional. They are connected. In addition to
lighting components, they contain sensors and possibly other components
for a smart city application. They may for example include a Wi-Fi hotspot,
a CCTV camera, sensors for capturing noise or pollution and a charging point
for electric vehicles.

Power plants generate alternating current (AC). Applications using direct
voltage (DC) therefore need AC/DC converters. However, more and more
devices operate on DC voltage. This includes LED lighting. With the rise
of LED, it is worthwhile to also offer DC grids when installing new street light
infrastructure. In the Netherlands this development is in the start-up phase.

SMART LIGHTING
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Possible financing models

Which financing model is the most suitable?
Is the investment profitable? Perhaps we
should consider it in a broader context?
Debt financing is currently the most common
option, but there are other alternatives.
Cities and municipalities and undertaking the
investment themselves face major challenges,
as the entire expense of this considerable
investment is seen as debt for the year of
the investment at a time when cities and
municipalities are working to restrict their
loans and investments. Let us take a look at
some of the possibilities and considerations.

The current business models
1

Direct investment

• The city or municipality owns the lighting pole
and light fixture and an agreement is concluded
with the supplier.
• The investment cost is borne by the city and
is entered on the profit and loss account for
the year the investment takes place.
• The installation, operation and maintenance
are transferred to the grid operator. This is part
of the current public service obligation (light pole
and light fixture). The city can conclude a specific
agreement for smart city applications.
• Alternatively, the installation, operation and
maintenance can be transferred to a private party
and a maintenance contract can be concluded.

2

Transfer of property to
the grid operator

The grid operator becomes the owner of the lighting
infrastructure and concludes an agreement with
a supplier, which may include a maintenance contract. The grid operator bears the investment costs.

The monthly or annual fee to the grid operator is
added to the profit and loss account of the city
or municipality. There is currently a great deal
of uncertainty about the role of the grid operator
in smart city applications, as this is not part of the
current public service obligation.

3

Leasing by a private party

The leasing company is the owner during the lease
term. The city or municipality concludes an agreement with the leasing company. The grid operator
performs the installation and maintenance under
the public service obligation or a contract is concluded with a private party for the installation and
maintenance.
In case of an operational lease, the periodic fee
is added to the profit and loss account of the
municipality, which does not receive a purchase
option. In case of a financial lease, the long-term
debt is added to the profit and loss account of the
municipality, which also receives a purchase option.
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New business models
4

MUNICIPALITY OR CLUSTER
OF MUNICIPALITIES

“Light as a service” or public private partnership (PPP)

New business models are implemented by rolling out
connected lighting that allows the development of a
favorable business case:
• “Light as a service”: the city concludes a service
contract with a private party, the integrator,
which may enter into contracts with subcontractors
and suppliers.
• PPP: a special purpose vehicle (SPV) is established
and the municipality or city concludes a partnership contract with this new company. The SPV
enters into contracts with subcontractors and
suppliers for the maintenance and installation.
In both cases, the contract duration preferably
coincides with the lifespan of the lighting devices
(15 years).
The contract
The contract contains performance criteria (SLAs)
that are monitored in real-time for connected
lighting through an online data and management
platform. Other smart city services can be included
in the contract.
The integrator or SPV
The integrator or SPV owns the lighting infrastructure for the duration of the contract. The integrator
or SPV has the right to install and operate the street

lighting and other intelligent systems for smart city
applications. The municipality or city has the right
to monitor and access the operations. Transfer of
ownership is possible.

The city or municipality
The periodic fee for the provided service and rent,
which is usually lower than the energy savings,
for ‘light as a service’ are added to the profit and
loss account of the city or municipality. In a PPP,
this is a monthly or annual availability fee. If the
right Eurostat requirements are met, the contracting authority’s debt will not increase.
In Wallonia, SOFICO launched a public tender in 2017
to set up a PPP in order to convert all street lights
on the Wallonia highways and regional roads to LED
lighting. The budget: 600 million euros.

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

INTEGRATOR

The integrator or SPV is responsible for the operation, installation and maintenance and bears all risks.
The integrator or the SPV handles the intelligent control of the light fixture as well as the smart city applications connected to the light fixture or light pole.

SUBCONTRACTORS

EXAMPLE
In France, setting up a PPP for street lighting is the normal course
of events. In the conurbation of Cergy Pontoise (13 municipalities
and 200 000 residents), an 18-year contract with an SPV was signed
in 2013 to convert more than 21 000 connected light fixtures.
• The budget: 212,4 million euros.
• The energy savings: 35% in the first 5 years.
and 46% in the next 13 years.
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Crowdfunding

Citizen participation through crowdfunding is a more
recent development. Letting neighborhood citizens
invest in better and more environmentally friendly lighting creates a win-win situation for everyone. However,
it is important to ensure that this type of financing does
not become unnecessarily complex.

Considerations
• Socio-economic benefits
When public administrations assess major investments, they often struggle with
the profitability of the investments in monetary terms. Will the investment really pay
for itself with the resulting savings? However, the socioeconomic benefits are also
important, especially when lighting is seen in a smart city context. There is currently
no methodology to place a monetary value on these benefits, but it is important
to consider them.

EXAMPLE

• Purchase and maintenance
When choosing the most suitable financing model, you should take into account
whether the contract should include only the purchase or both the purchase
and the maintenance (for full outsourcing) or whether a ‘light as a service’ contract
is preferred. It should also be decided whether the administration wants to spread
the impact of the investment over time.

In Halle, the replacement of 445 light fixtures was made
possible through crowdfunding in 2017.

• Type of financing
It is important to check the legal framework of any type of financing.

•
•
•
•

• Financial model
When choosing a financial model, it is essential to take into account the tax impact,
the accounting approach and the project’s total value. Complex project financing
is not suitable for small projects and citizen participation adds little value to very
large projects.

Investment: 225.000 euros.
Number of light fixtures: 445.
Annual energy bill savings: 45.000 euros.
Financing: PajoPower, an independent citizens’
association.
• Consultancy: the Flemish Government through
the Innovative Public Procurement Programme.
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Smart lighting in 4 steps
Analysis

Strategy

What is the current status in terms
of street lighting infrastructure, energy
consumption and management
and maintenance costs in your city?
What data are available?

What do you want to achieve in which street, district or area? What data do you need
for your strategy? Is lighting all that is needed? Or is flexible dimming required too?
Would you like to adjust the lighting flexibly on squares and streets depending on the
activities? Do you want the light intensity to be adjusted automatically based on the
road users? You may even be interested in speed adjustment based on air quality?

01

03

02

04

Vision

Concrete approach

What do you want to achieve as a city?
What challenges is the city focusing on?
Energy reduction and reduced maintenance costs?
Or does it also include comfort, safety, improved
air quality or less cut-through driving?

Which technology is used in which street, district or area?
What data do you need? Which business model?
Are you interested in an investment, loan or ‘light as
a service’? What is the long-term plan and can lighting
be developed in a modular way as part of a smart city?

SMART LIGHTING
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Recommendations for local and regional authorities

Recommendations for local authorities
1 I Develop a smart city vision and strategy and consider
street lighting as part of a smart city concept.
2 I Abandon the concept of street lighting as an isolated
endeavor and ensure integration with other policy
domains. The 'mutualization' of the infrastructure
and the associated data will optimize the return on
public investments and create a better service for
the city and its citizens.
3 I Open up street lighting to intelligent applications
to make its use more comprehensive in the future.
4 I Involve industry, which wants to be a value-added
partner of municipalities and cities. Industry is ready
to play its part in the smart management of lighting
in combination with other applications, maintenance,
financing of the ‘light as a service’ model or creation
of a PPP. This will lead to new private actors and job
creation. The ‘light as a service’ model or PPP construction may involve various parties with different
disciplines and offer opportunities to start-ups
and SMEs.
5 I Note that smart lighting can be rolled out in phases.
The start can be an intelligent basic module to which

new applications are added in the future with software
updates or additional sensors.
6 I Define performance criteria (SLAs) in public tenders.
Also make arrangements with regard to the interoperability within the lighting infrastructure, the intelligent
systems (cameras, sensors) from various suppliers,
data management, data ownership, personal data
protection and cybersecurity.

Recommendations for regional
authorities
1 I A broader vision of grid operators is about more than
just replacing light fixtures. The industry is evolving
more towards a model of total cost of ownership,
because a smart lighting infrastructure can also be
used for other purposes. The light pole is controlled
intelligently and gives access to other applications
in which private market actors can play their part.
2 I The grid operators focus on facilitating the rollout of
a smart lighting network on the grid side up to the connection point. Smart street lighting requires power 24/7.
3 I The responsibility for all management and possible
financing of the lighting network should reside with

the industry (‘integrators‘) from the point of connection to avoid missing the technological and economic
opportunities of intelligent LED lighting as the basis
for smart city. The grid operators responsible for a
large number of light points in municipalities and cities
under the public service obligation should generally
be able to set in motion an accelerated rollout of connected LED light points on municipal roads. However,
we see that the opposite is true. In our neighboring
countries, where each municipality decides for itself,
rollouts are faster.
4 I (Data) links with the energy platform of the distribution
grid operator and other stakeholders are necessary.
The smart lighting network must be developed as
a modular platform that keeps cities and municipalities in control and capable of deciding for themselves
which functionalities are added to the platform in their
own city or municipality.
5 I Municipalities must have the opportunity to look
for an external partner for their street lighting themselves to set up 'light as a service' or a PPP structure.
To achieve the appropriate economies of scale, it is
best to work with areas of municipalities/cities,
for which one integrator is chosen. The necessary
compatibility and interoperability arrangements
are also essential in this regard.
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“The switch to smart LED lighting in a smart city context
can cut costs by 30 to 80% and can generate average savings
of €70 million for our cities and municipalities.”
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Agoria: development through technology. We are paving the way for all technology-inspired companies
in Belgium which seek to contribute to the world's advancement by developing or implementing innovations.
We are proud that more than 1,800 member companies, accounting for a total of 300,000 workers, are relying
on the three pillars of our services: advice, business development and creating the ideal business climate.
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